Let X be a perfect sequence space closed under the Cauchy convolution product, with respect to which it is a topological algebra with jointly continuous product. Suppose, in addition, that X is type (h) and Xdh. Let E[t] be a nuclear Frechet space, with the topology t defined by the seminorms •Cp r Cl) : r>0}. The corresponding regular tensor algebra
T(E, X) = {xen^o®" E: [jp r w(*,)]e J, r>0} , equipped with the topology t(E, X
x ) determined by the seminorms
Pu.rW = 2
The algebra product is (xy)» = If S a is the symmetrizing operator on ® n E for all #>0, we consider the symmetric subalgebra
S[T(E, X)], where S(x n ) = (S n x n ).
We
show that functionals on T(E 9 X) and S[T(E,X)] can be represented by complete finite complex Borel measures if they are continuous with respect to a certain locally convex topology t(E 9 A x ) on T(E, X) and its restriction is(E, X*) to S[T(E, X*)] respectively. The topology t(E, /l x ) is coarser than t(E, A x ) and non-Hausdorff, whereas ts(E, X x ) is Hausdorff. If the algebraic positive cone in A is normal, then so is the positive cone on S[T(E, X)].

Using the isomorphism X^T(C, X), we show that the cone in S[T(E, X)] is normal for all nuclear Frechet spaces E[t] if and only if t(C, X x )=i(C, X*). § 1. Introduction
In an earlier work [4] we introduced the class of regular tensor algebras, which are related to the algebras of quantum field theory [3] . Certain questions of interest for the quantum field algebras may therefore usefully be considered for regular tensor algebras.
One such question is to discover which linear functional may be represented by complex measures. Borchers and Yngvason [3] have shown these to be those functional which are continuous with respect to the finest locally convex Hausdorff topology on the subalgebra, coarser than the original, under which the algebra product is jointly continuous. This topology turns out to be the finest such that the closed positive cone is normal.
The same question is considered for regular tensor algebras in this paper. A similar answer is found. The topology in question has a slightly different interpretation now, but is closely related to the normality of the closed positive cone.
We have organized this paper as follows. The remainder of this section contains background material from [4] . In §2 we consider the positive cone on the sequence space Z associated to a regular tensor algebra. The new topology on the tensor algebra is discussed in § 3, along with the decomposition of linear functionals. In §4 we introduce the symmetric tensor algebra, and in §5 we consider its order properties and the integral representation theorem for it.
Much of this paper follows the work of Borchers and Yngvason in [3] quite closely. There are some differences worth noting, however. For one thing, we do not have to restrict ourselves to nuclear Frechet spaces with a basis. For another, characters on a regular tensor algebra are not automatically continuous, as is the case for the quantum field algebras. They are always measurable, though, and so the integrability theories are quite similar. We introduce a constraint on the sequence space sufficient to ensure strong continuity of the characters. and its dual cone The order properties of X and T(E 9 X) will be more naturally congruent if we consider the order relation on X to be given by its algebraic cone, viz., We shall prove that functional on the symmetric subalgebra of T(E 9 /I) possess an integral decomposition with respect to a complex measure on E( provided that they are continuous with respect to a certain topology t (E, ^x). Because of Lemma 2.2, we can define this topology for X itself, writing f(C 9 ^x) =£(^x) in this case. As we shall now show, r(A x )=r(A x ) if and only if K(Z) is
normal. The existence of integral representations for abelian functionals on T(E, ^) is a result of this important relation between order and continuity on X.
This connexion was first discovered by Borchers and Yngvason in their study of the Euclidean quantum field algebra [3] . For that tensor algebra, only the sequence spaces 0 and o> occur, which tends to obscure the fact that the ordercontinuity properties of the tensor algebra reflect those of ^. Proof. The original topology r(^x) is determined by the seminorms p u (a) =S«>o I u n a n | , for all we A*. Restrict them to <t>, using the same symbol. Let , and we may suppose that a n =Q for all n>N. Then
2.4.b. We denote the standard isomorphism (f>^C[X] by ai-*P a (X), ie,
'S<x > a f X n , (2.8)
where X is an indeterm nate. By the usual abuse of notation, we identify the polynomial P a (X) with the polynomial function t\-*P a (f) for t^R, and in the next section with the algebra element P a (x)^T(E, X), all ;ce T(E, X).
2.4.C. For any u£=A
If we understand P tt (t)/F H (t)=0 whenever F u (t) = °°9 then \\a\\ u <p u (d).
We may extend the || • || B to ^9 therefore, preserving the seminorm properties and this bound. That r(^x) is Hausdorff is elementary.
Theorem 2A K(X) is r(X x )-normal if and only z/r(^x)=r(/l x ).
Proof. A computation shows that if is an element of K(<f>), then
Then if a, b, and b-a belong to K(f), it follows that P a (t\ P b (t), and P 4 _ B (r) are non-negative for all t&R. Consequently, ||<3|L<||i|L f°r all u^A
Suppose now that r(^x)=r(^x). The closure of K(<f>) in this topology must be normal. As this closure coincides with the r(^x)-closure of K(X) (see [4] ), this closure and aforteriori K(X) itself must be r(A x )-normal.
The opposite implication may be inferred from Lemma 3.1 of [3] , with the sequences appearing there suitably restricted to /l x and A x . §3.
Decompositions for T(E,\y
As in [3] 5 we shall construct a class of functions integrable with respect to the measures which occur in the integral decomposition theory. To start with, every hermitian functional ir^E' h on E defines a character, which we denote by M$, on T(E, fy through the formula Af* = (®>:;?>0).
(S.l.a) 
Our aim is to define a topology t(E, ^x) for T(£, ^) analogous to f (/l x ) on -J. This requires some preliminary definitions. 6) with the usual convention when F K>r (V ri )=+ 00 .
These functions define extended real-valued functions n Uif : T(E, ^)-^[0, oo] by setting where m: T(E, X)^F is given by m(x)=m x .
We have allowed for the possibility that n u>r is not well-defined everywhere, but this does not in fact occur. Turning to integral representations, we apply the nuclear spectral theorem to T(E, X) as in [3] . The proofs are those of [3] , mutatis mutandis, and so we omit them. Note that n Uir and p u>r^ must be employed. We are now able to state the principal measure theoretic result for the tensor algebra. Part (d) below is the integral decomposition theorem referred to in the introduction.
Proposition 3Aa a Let R be a positive and t(F, ^-continuous linear functional on F. As the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality holds for
Proposition 3.7.a. For all y^E, the map ty\-*®(is)(y) is fJ. R -measurable.
3.7.b. For all y^E, the function ££-*€', V
rh~> V r (j ; ) is VR-measurable.
3.7.C. Every weakly closed subset of E( is v R -measurable , and all weakly continuous functions E' h -*C are v R -measurable.
3.7.d. If R is a t(E, ^-continuous linear functional on T(E, >*), theree xists a complete finite complex Borel measure V R on E f h such that (i) m x GE L\E' h , dv R ) for all x e T(E, /I) ; (ii) all weakly continuous functions E(±-*C are v R -measurable ; (iii)
foralIxGT(E,X), m,dv R . (3. 14)
The work of Borchers and Yngvason concerned the quantum field algebra S«^o £(R dtt ), as noted above [3] . In this case, they showed that the nuclearity implied that the m x were strongly continuous and so their measurability follows from continuity. We now know the m x to be measurable, and we consider next the question of continuity.
Proposition 3.8. The functions m x : E' h -*C are strongly continuous for all
Proof. We cannot use [3] 
here, as E^F T(E, 0). Let B(E) be the collection of all bounded subsets of E. From the tvs isomorphism (E n y^(®% £")
A it follows that {®«p B '. B^B(E}} constitutes a basis of seminorms for the strong topology ft(Ei, E n ) on E' n . We have introduced the standard notation p B ty) =
Now if (I/TO) is a net in E' which converges in the ft (E', E) topology to T/T, then (®V"c) is
a net * n En similarly converging to ®V"° To see this, suppose ifr, £^E f and B<=B(E) are such that />*(£-V)<1-Then and convergence follows. For all x^T(E, 0) 5 convergence of (®VJ implies that
which is the assertion of the proposition.
Recall that as E[t] is a nuclear Frechet space, its strong dual may be represented as an inductive limit of Banach spaces
E'\P(E' 9 E)} = lim ind {F,[q r ]: r>0} ,
where q r is the polar norm corresponding to p (^ on E, and F r is the ^-completion of {fr^E' : qr(i^)<°°}' Using this result we consider m x acting on the F r9 and then piece together the results. Proof. For every zero neighbourhood UdC, the set m^l(U) fl F r is a zero neighbourhood in F r for all x, r>0. Then m^l(U) is a zero neighbourhood for fl(E', E), as was to be shown. A condition that ensures the continuity of m x everywhere is that A x is "nearly" a Cauchy algebra.
Definition 3.11. We shall say that the sequence space % is of type (M) if whenever
Recall that S=(l, 1, 1, •••)-Of course if A x is a Cauchy algebra it is type (M).
An immediate consequence of this definition is the following dominance condition. The following lemma is the crux of the argument. Proof. From the definition of the e-seminorms it follows that, given any r >0 and n> 1 we can find a t >0 such that T/r^F t [q t ] and for all s>0, x r+a eE r+n .
Lemma 3.13. If A is of type (M), then given any x^T(E, X) and we can find an x(^)^T(E, X) such that
Observing that if we sum over all n convergence obtains, we may define by for all r>0. By S* we mean the symmetrizing operator on E k for k>0. The properties of S k will be discussed in the next section. The above definition of xty) yields the estimate (for
Taking the limit N-*o° proves that xfy) is an element of T(E 9 X).
Our next step is to write the action of ® n (i^+S) in terms of 0V 1 and and estimate the remainder. For n>2 we observe that
For «=1 the cross terms vanish, and for n =0 only V appears. Hence for all TV > 2 we may write
The remainder term is We are now ready to start our consideration of the symmetric algebra corresponding to T(E, /I). The next section starts with a study of the symmetrizing operator. §4. The Symmetric Tensor Algebra
The permutation group on n letters, G n , acts on ® H E by linear extension from As U (^ is isometric with respect to the sesquilinear form associated with p¥\ all r>0, it extends continuously to an operator on E n written U ( /\ The and is related to the algebra product through the equations 
S(xy} = S(yx) = S[S(x) S(y)] = S[xS(y)] = S[S(x) y] , (4.4)
The kernel of S, N(S), is a closed * -ideal, so
then / is a topological isomorphism of T S (E, X) [t s (E, ^x)] onto the range of S. As S is continuous, the range, R(S) 9 is a t(E, ^l x
)-closed subspace of T(E 9 ^). The following is now obvious. 
Proposition 4.2. T S (E, X) [t s (E, ^x)] is nuclear; it is Frechet if T(E, X) [t(E,
/
If T(E, X) is locally multiplicatively convex, then so is T S (E 9 X).
Equipped with these operations, we shall refer to T S (E, X) as the symmetric tensor subalgebra of T(E 9 fy.
The following two combinatoric lemmas prove useful in a number of contexts. By Si, S' we mean the transposes of S n , S respectively. Our first application of these results concerns the algebraic properties of the symmetric subalgebra. Proof. Equation (4.11) is obvious. K S (E 9 X) is a generating strict-6 cone because T S (E 9 X) is abelian and has a jointly continuous product.
To see that it is proper, consider a^K s with a 4=0. There is a
representation i(a)=S[m j<00 a(j)* a(j)] with a(j)^0 and a(j)<=S[T(E 9 X)] for every j.
Let LJ be the index of the first nonvanishing component of a(j), and set L = min/L y ). Then i(0) n =0 for 0<n<2L-l, and i(a) 2L 2L were zero, Lemma (4.3) would imply a(j) L =Q for allj, which contradicts the assumption. Thus 2L is the index of the first nonvanishing component of i(a).
Suppose a<=K s (E, X)n -K S (E, ^), with ^O. The lowest index for both i(a) and i(-a) is 2L by the above reasoning, so that
for all T/r^E' h , and so a(j) L =Q for ally, a contradiction.
Another application is the proof that t(E 9 ^x) restricted to T S (E, 2) is Hausdorff.
Lemma 4.7. If x<=S[T(E, X)] is such that M*(x)=Q for all ^e££, then *=0.
Proof. Considering Q=M t $(x) as a function of t^R yields 0=®^(x w ) for all T/T and all /2, and so #=0. In this section we combine the integral decomposition theory for T(E, X) with the normality condition for K(X) in the quotient algebra T S (E, X). As expected, everything dovetails smoothly. For the remainder of this section we assume that the cone K(X) is normal. Substituting this into the first inequality of this proof yields the desired bound. Now we can prove the equivalence of the topologies. 
. If K(X) is T(Z*)-normal in X, then K S (E, X) is t s (E, Abnormal in T S (E 9 X).
Proof. We know that S[K(E,Z)] is r(£, ^-normal. From Theorem 5.5 it is t(E, ^-normal. As the isomorphism x\-*Sx preserves positivity, the result " " ws.
We can go to the symmetric quotient of the integral decomposition as >ws. 
Corollary 5.7. If R is a t s (E, ^-continuous linear functional on T S (E, X),
